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INTRODUCTION TO DATABASES HAD 0\TA3.XSE CONS l‘PTLiC'l'lO‘I

Information, data redundance and data dependence

Any organisation however large or small needs information
in o1de1 to be able to function. This may be. infor'naiion
related to the market to whose satisfaction the 03.1;"11ni-.-::1tions
activity is directed. or i11fo1nzation 1elated to the internal
functioning of the mean; ‘.1.1011. In a small firm it may be.
possible. for one. or a small number of per'ons to have a
complete awareness of all these infornation 11C eds, but in
large crganis 'll'iODS one finds seperate deoaitineuts each with
its own inlorinatioi. 1'eq-.1i11:1~.1»1nts.

We can regard information as (19121 looked upon in a certain
way, and Ihis implies that the same data can irox 1de different
information depending upon who is using,r it, or upon how it is
used. For example the production planning department of a
firm is interested. in information regarding new orders so that
they can be completed inside given delivery dates. Those
responsible for stock holdings of parts or '2111.'-n121terials are
interested in the same orders because they must ensure that
production will not be delayed by‘ 1c]:of materi'il or parts.
i. or both departzreuts the data from which they receive
the necessary information will oginate from a sales or
marketing department. It. may seem prettv ob'flious ti:at "Clies1
various c‘Lp'11'tmeits should be opera ting 11 iih the same data.
but this may not be the case. for se eral ieasons. if each
department has its 011.11 intormatiou system, then the data
communicated to it will have to be fed into its 01111 system.
The date. may be lost. delayed or altered as a resuli oi this
communication. or if it is a new type 01" data it 1nav even be
(te111po121rilv) unusable r0111 another information sub— .9} 31cm”.
point. of View.

This is illustrated in figule 1. where each circle rcm'es ents
the data neede‘loz 156d in connection with an organisations
sales, planning, and production functions. For a small or'
sation only one source of data exists and the data necessary
to provide in.orination [Gimme than one i'unci ion (ore 3'.)
of the circles", is always the sanie iaia independently of how
it is 11. ed (fig. 1A). But wlcn :11 :11: :9111'sation c.hands. the
volume of data rcquiiec: bv each do1'11.11 111* exp.“ 11‘2: and 1011‘
to "seperae" (lie; 1D) lcadim to data 1.1.41.1'1nc1 1.111 >re than
one copy 01' the same data, dili'erc nt 1.11.11C-s i'0r1'11c same data.)

51

Aliorc we have discus ;ed and ilius rated the problems in. con~
inaction with the 11.1211’1'1‘icnance oi ’ the other side.- 0‘1 the 11131.1..21‘7'

1
i

arises in connection.with the use 11' (i211



This is 111010 easily disc,ussed in relation to connntniscd in-
formation systems. Ez1c-i111'1't111e11t 111 an 013.111.51110'11 has
its own data pool. 1.1111011 may be in the form of magnetic tape.
files, or direct: access tiles. The records on these tiles will
consist 01' different data organized in a 11121.] which '1; only
relevant for the one department. 11111111115111.0111 will be obtained
by 1711111n various programmes which use some or all of the
data in various ways and these programmes will be dependent.
upon l1cins1; aware of the p11 1sical layout of the reecouls they
process. Increasing the data content 01' records, or changing
the way in which it is arranged will mean that some or all
of the computer pioyrammes using the riatn will have to be
l‘e‘WIlt‘lOil. ’lhis so called "data dependance“ makes the changing
of existing traditional systems ha11 costly and. time consuming
ano the((le1.'elopmcnt of an 1.)1‘f.;‘:.11isa=.1011

its
011 and its ability

to adapt and react to (1115111311110 external -vent-s 111111111 limi—
ted correspondingly depending; 1111011 110111 dependent it is upon
the use of the information system. This is illushsatct. in fig.2

The solution to these problems. the avaidance of data redun—
dancy and data dependence and their consequences is currently
called. the "database approach" (see fig, 3)
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All the data
required

hydan organisa 'ion is )IIt into '1 common
pool, the (1.2.1 3.335(3). The IespormIibiiiLv oi 11111311..ini1'._g are 11:03-
teeting‘ the data is toIiaige 3xtcnt l-Cfl'iOveil J1.;n tue various
user departments to a database administrator function. 'J'his
solves the problem 01' data redundauce,

’lhe problem of data deoenri cncy is solved_i)31"ii:ily anyway,
by insisting 1113;. all access to the database :30 via. standard
database soft Tare. and that all rcfercnee to eats, record trees
or specific data elements is symbolic or at the logical level.
To give a simple example. each dam clement in a perrs-IIn re—
cord will have a name, like A ‘E, SLPVAM’i-j. LIDHLS‘and
it' is sutiicient to give these names is one Wishes to ootain
a nor-sons ._ surname find Ir"lII3~3 Jro lill.‘ 3'. record.
One does nor 11; To “to know anything about: I do
elements are, pilaced in l‘JitiOll to the start of. the re:om
or where the record physically is stored. The introduction
of new data elemeits into records will not ailect' existing user
programs so long; as they are not to makeL158 of any ol’ these
new data elements.

Another ad Ianiage of the database approach is that; it is always
p ssible to write new application programs to use data already
in the database to provide a new type of information.

And to the axialLt’LEat a LneiacciII'I'”ngnage 15-; supported
by the databa:.e system 0.2.1.. is using, a d be possible
to sit on line at a teiminal and 39 2.5: Cats: in Lhe database

.32.;r?
3.;

There is; one important point; in connection with the CO‘A‘L'C‘MRJON
to or introduction of database philoscmhy iIzio an organisation.
How does one go tron) ihe situation ill-as trated in liq. 2, or
from a sitution iiw'oliiILOI no u:~I 0 Oi (011011'ziii sod oata handiing
techniques. to that: illustrated in fig. 3 ?"1lle lumber (21‘ (Pita
clInIII‘m 111:." be \eiy huge :in-ti iney nI-zzjy' ‘oe conzhi‘nL-ii
used. many LI" torent ‘."fl‘\$’-, and ofieu a. Fi"i:’."l(:‘ Iliei'son “fill. 110'.
be able to LIL-11.8112:c all these. at one 'Liin.I. it is theiel'oL'Ls
very important to have some kin-I1 of method or procedure which
{allows (iiitto :maiyzce required in. orinaiien needs in terms oi" the
data to be stored in Ehfi database 9111:! of the \I.:'. s in which
it can be umd. The remaining; chapters in that manual are.
devoted to do .301 ib'IIIIisuch a (seniiwt'ozinal) inethoii.

d



1.2 Database flyvstems and. File Systems

For those who are accustomed to traditional sysmns \incre
application programs work directly upon rec rai id in files.
it is iinproiiini to have the (lii'lcrcnce and il on beaveen
a database sysicm and a file system clear. This is illusiraiod
in fig. 4 whore we see ihat using a dri‘iubnsc system removes

_ "'I storavc of data
by insisting that he use 21 standard interface, the (laiabase
software, lying between him and the (1.112 .he wishes to use.

Database Definitions

A number of database definitions are given beiov:

l. A collection of shared data

2. The data necessary for the running and control of
an organisation

3, All record occurrences, set occurrences and areas
controlled ‘oy a given schema.

4. A collection of structured data reflecting the work~
ing of an organisation and serving its requirements
for storing and supplying data

5. A collection of structured data belonging: 10 an
organisation, and SCI‘\'ll]g.: its information ruluire~
ments, which can be simultaneously accessed, by a
number of users.
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g. Database System Functions

The services or functions which one should xpect from a
database system are listed. below:

1. Control over the duplication. of data to avoid tin—-
necessary data redundance.

2. To provide storage. structuring and access mec—
hanisns so that applications can be run as efficiently
as possible.

3, To provide for the controlled simultaneous access
of data by more than one application.

4. To provide for the sgcpcration of application prfo~
gramming logic from any lmowicdge of ohysical data
structu res .

0. To provide reorganisation facilities for existing; clan.
and the possibility of removing old or adding new data
types so that. thc database can. be, adapted to changes
in the organisation which it scw‘cs.

6. To provide privacy controlls to prevent unauthorised
access to data.

7. To provide for the integrity of the data in the cluta~
base and avoid its loss or damage. ’i'o give good.
back up facilities and recovery facilities in the event
of break cloxm.

8. To provide for the retrieval. storage. and. deletion
of data in an efficient and measurable way.

19 To support the use of 2.1m database sysicm via a
number of higblevci languages.
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Construction 01' Database

The remainder 01 this (31:1'1131181‘ (1050-1113as the approach described
in this 111511111511. 1151111--‘1_-,1101.v :1 (11111113513 can be 115591. 115 :1 111011101
of reality1 of iorr \::1 113102111 organisation. The dutabuse is
rcgardcd {as :1 co1tcctioon of technicu1 (10.111 1_‘C=1.11fcs<3111.i11r: evéizittts
states. points in 1.1.1110. physical objects 511.111 so on which are
used to produce and handle intoi'rnntiou re1.:‘1'1.cd to he reality
which the database is meant to 1311111130111 011-? dit't'icuttjy‘ with
using the 01:11.71 3:152 as 21 mode-1 is hut one 71.111131 11111dersmnd the
data technica“. aspecis of the 1110.191. Another 111013.1e111 is th‘lt‘
of disti1‘1guishing; between the (1:11.21 tech:;icz11 aspects and 1110
conceptual aspects during the construction 01 the “111011151.

To trtkce 013111112 01" three (11111131111193 we 11:119. here chosen to
001131111121. 11113 C 1:.13:19:11 11!. two 5.11322113' r-t-‘pa “Hf-.1111 1131:1:.'-:‘55. 1:1
the first 1111'15 e we describe 11111111111. [(111113 1:; dun:- 111:1‘0 tier-111:;
a conceptual 111111.101 \x1ich is n ioniczil de 5201111111111 1.1111,.11111’h111;
of the (111111 tc1c11111cu1 aspects. The process of going 1mm 11w
ccmcepttml 111 (1:191 to its imptemeutriion is £1030“d using; an
i111plen1cntz1tion struc1 u re

This two stage clcscriptiOn process is shown in figure 5.

CONCEPTUAL F:1j..E:
MODEL

V
DATAMATIC
MODEL
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A closer definition of the co:n.-eptaal model and iniplcmcnt‘ati.;n
structure is given in chapter 2‘-

Rcality can be regardedas consisting of a rune-her of "solid"
elements. called objects. together with a number of relations
between these objects. Objects can be a customer. a product
and so on. lielaiions are the various interdependencics vhich
exist between the objects.

For evample. an order can be regarded as a relation between455A

3 customer and a product.

Objects and relations exist independently of databases and in—
formation systems. rfhe aim in constricing‘ a database is to
provide a data oriei‘iied detecription oi? the objects and reunions
of reality. which enables one to CUE-ill", iin’oriaaiien from this
description (or model) using:r simple information seeking
procedures.

For example. if one has a database in which information
about customers, products and orders is stored. then it
should. be possible using simple procedures to obtain infer"
mation about which orders a customer bus, which customers
have orders for a given product, and so on.

Vlien the conceptual model is to be implemented one needs
details of how often the information describing; each object
or relation is to be used. These details are found by ana-
lysing the way in which the punctual database is to be used.

Alt is also necessary to know SOlnClllli'lg about the characteristics
of the database system which is to be used. The ir‘ipicmen—
tation of the onceptual model is described in terms of the
implemenation structure in which the access mechanisms.
storage mechanisms and layout of the various record types
are domrihcd.

As a liiasis for the use of the co'. stmciion Jules on a promoted
system, one should have arrived at a description of the sys~
terns inforn'uation requirements preferably if} an. ini'orii‘iai‘ion
analysis pieccdure, Thus the description should be arrived
at via some formal procesnre like the ISAC method. or one
should have carried out a general analysis oi' the "rcalitr"
which is to be described usina: the database, together Willi
an analysis of the information requirements which the data--
base is to satisfy. One should also have a working know"
ledge of the most common structure mechanisms used in
modern database systems in order to apply the structuring
rules clicctivly.

\

a
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The aim here is to make "he construction of 1111;31c1111cc11t1131
model independent 01' the database systr. 111 unler 1131‘11011 it is
eventually 1.1) 1;;- 11111110111c11icd. The (.Jl1(.C1’111111 1111.110? can,
at (1113' rate 111 1.11.‘i1'c1 119-111 oe i111111c-n1e11tr..d 311111011; ' -, use of
a database system.

With the t1'a11"oin1111o‘1 to the implc 111.1nt'z1t ion stmcture the
physical corticit 101151111der which the. dazmfise 1:; to be imple-
mented (the actual dawbase syst‘C'1'11.1h3 con1112111 1'. the storage
medi'1 etc. ) toc‘cther with de111118 of how the (1111'. base is to be
used must be c0131dercd,

:.1
1']

One can in cases when.1thc physical conditions deman J. it,
back and clzange the conceptua] 11106211. the 331111-115: stage
of the con:trucucu pro-r: .. and the. outer in 311111311 111113111:
to be carri'ed out are shoxm in figurc 6A .1111] (3'13.

-.'5
than

The end result of such a construction 1311c) .s is a"l1ig;h
level" dco11.111911141110111 of the record types 11-111.‘1e structure
of 1111ich the database is composed. lhis doc' uncut21tion
creates a basis for a detailed strucnne documentation.
In addition one should have expressed ones he ed tor inform
maticn and how this is satisfied b31 me databns es content
and structure. This the.11 provides 21 111211 level 2medication
of the application progiams which are to use the (111111132159

The most important: results 01 applying“ the set. of rules and
notation to be described are as 101101135 :

- the various parts of the construction process
are forced into a definate order

~ it is easier to piccture the total. 531513.111

- one remains 11dc-1'11-r1'111 (.11 the Pctunl ditan
base sys: i'm to be uscd 11.1.1 as 1011:1115 1110:5111l

The 1 1‘1cs ’11‘9 dcsicucd in such a way that; one works with the
logical strucunc until one has a model which (21.11013 the row
quircd need for 1111'01‘11111111011 in the simplest 17011311111: way.
Logical. shuplil'icmions can be made indepc1'1dc11tly of details
related to the physical i111plcn'1cntation.
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Input to the construction process is
ones view of reality described in
forms of objects and activities.

Objects are identified by a name and
their identifying properties.

Relations are identified by a short
description and any relevant identi—
fying properties.

The model is then drawn up using
the given symbols

The type of each relation is drawn
in on the model.

Remaining properties (attributes)
collected for both objects and re—
lations.

Relevant questions are put to the
model to test whether it has suf—
ficient information content.

The model is reduced mechanically
and its information content is tested
after each reduction.

When all reductions have been made
the design of the implementation struc—
ture can begin.

Construction of the Conceptual Model,
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2. 1 . 1

lite Conceptual Model

To describe reality, we use the follov-sing concepts which. although
familiar, will be defined: objects, relations, properties and iden—
tification.

Objects

Physicul objects, such as. people, machines, products, etc.
Objects have properties which can be measured or observed
in some way. For example, colour, 3 ape, weight, etc. Objects
can always be identified by their properties as long as these are
of sufficient tumber and detail. In many cases, an identification
system for objects already exists, for example, the unmes of
peop e, their peisonal identification number, product numite r.
especially \‘t'here the need for such identification exist. A person
name is not generally unique, but personal identification tunibers
can be unique within one country, and product numbers can be
unique in one factory-2 Such identification numbers can be regarded
as artificial, but become real properties in certain cases, as,
for exz'unple, it one writes the product nunb or on the product.
Objects can be classified via their properties, all red products
for example.

In addition to physical objects, we will also operate with what can
he called abstract objects. A number of relations (see the definition
below) have, often names and an identification system, as with order
and order number, job with job llumber. It may otien be ntixnttmngrbous
or suitable to treat a relation as an object, but it; is difficult to 9l\€
exact rules as to when this should be done. A general rule is that
all relations which normally have their own identitiea!ions states,
can be regarded as objects.

Relations between objects in the model. and objects lying outside
the model wilt also ol'len he treated as objects.

One should always look carefully at the correspondence between
the conceptual model of reality and reality itself to ensure that
this is umn'ubigguous. For example, two orders with diffezxt-nt order
nun‘ibers but with identical properties, such as, customer, product
and date, may exist. This Situation could arise if. the same order.
that is, agreement with a customer. had. in error, been recorded
twice, or it; could lie that two identical orders had been received and
I'(_‘C'I,)1'dt‘tl on tlz-f- sure if In such cases. one could "trot-cl 3.1-1}
by includin': the time o:' day with {he eats.

An object is. sum to belong to one object claim
obit-rt clues are oi the '
name, for Leninple,

. All objects in an
nl-x ~hue and the or." ‘
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Relations cseribe the connections between objects. For example.a relation between the people cor-id be that they are married, Elliorder can be regarded :13 £1 relation between .1 customer and :1product, it job can be regardet as :1 relation between a machine,:1 person and :1 product. Relations have properties which desc “ibewhich objects are related by the relation, when it. existed. howlong it lasted and so on. A relation can ulso be identified by using;its properties, provided these are described in' sufficient detziland a sufficient number are considered, ‘0mentioned above. oneoften introduces an identification system for relations, such as,job number or order number. These cam, its for obicels. becalled artificial properties, but they cannot be made 'enl bywriting the identification upon the relation since that has no physicalexistence. For example, .1 job number cannot be written upon ajob, but it can be found upon the job sheet which itself is :1description of the job. The job number n'iil then identity "the jobsheet unambiguously. but the job sheet. will not identify theany further than the description to be found upon the ioh sh
Relations can also be defined using the objects with which threlate. For example, if an order is :i‘egnrded as it relation betweena customer, a salesman and a product, than the identification oi'thcse three classes can be. made. the identii‘ying property of therelation.

joi
est.

0 7
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PROPERTIES OR
ATTRIBUTES
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33 11319018 zmrl Concepts for the Conceptual. Model.

OBJECTS E.G. PEOPLE, PRODUCTS, BUILDINGS.
CAN BE UT‘TIOUELY IDENTIFIED USING ONE
PROPERTY

RELATIONS BETWEEN OBJEATS.
E.G. ”HAS ORDERS)” IS A RELATION
BETWEEN A CUSTI‘T‘TER AND A PRODUCT.
IDENTIFIED BY THE OBJECTS IT IS A
RELATION BETWEEN.

BELONG TO OBJECTS OR RELATIONS AND
DESCRIBE THEN AS FULLY AS IS REQUIRE.

CONNECTION BED‘TEEI‘T A RELATION AND THE
OBJECTS IT RELATES.

A TRANSACTION REPRESBTTING A DET-‘INITE
NEED FOR IT‘TEOTRIATION FRON THE T‘TODEL.



A n Example

A simple example will be given to illustrate the use of the symbols.

We will make a conceptual model of the situation where customers
give orders for products. Customers and products will be regarded
as objects, and orders as a relation between custom”: 'nd product.
We assume that one numbering system exists for customers, another

. |for products, and a third for orders.

The conceptual model will then appear as illustrated below.

CUSTOMER

ORDER

PRODUCT
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The Implementation Structure

In order to describe the data structure which is to represent
outconcepiuul model in it computer, we use the following concepts:
record, set and access key.

Record

A record consists of :1 number of data elements and can describe
an object or :1 relation. Each data element describes some property
of the object or relation.

Set

catRecords can be coupled together in ”Us where one reeo
s
rd is O"""‘"

and one or more records are :n‘lcmhers of the set.
n my].

\
LLU ,et can be

used to describe :1 relation to which one does not wish to attach
any data or it can represent a classification of objects or relations
(implemented as records).

Access Kevs

An access key is a property or data element which is to be used
to find 21. record. An access key can be unique, as is person,
identification number, or ambiguous, as in the case of a person
name.
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2.2.4 Smbols and Concepts for the Implementation Structure

153M SYMBOL

RECORD TYPE NAME OF RECORD TYPE

SET ONNER RECORD NAME OF SET wMET/TBER RECORD
TYPE (ONN M9180 TYPE

ACCESS KEY NAME OF ACCESSfl» RECORD
TYPE
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Taking the some example, used for illustrating: how the conceptual
model is applied, we indicalc how the above symbols LLI‘O used. We
assume that each order consisls of. a variable number of order
details. and that each order (lt‘lé‘il refers to one. product only. The.
following implementation structure can then be made.

<—CUSTOMER NUMBER
<~—CUSTOMER NAME

' *_ORDER NUMBER

CUSTOMER

ORDER

T'

ORDER
DETAIL

l

.
«mPRODUCT NUMBER

PRODUCT



The c-(mcvptuul model has hem-n implcnu-zd‘cd mutiny; [our recordtypos: nustmzwr, order, Ol‘i't‘l' down and producL; ihrce :‘svls:customcrmnitv. m1!c1‘—ord<~1‘ drum,
m'nfluctrordo1‘ctr-mil; andthree access keys: customer number, order number and 1)}.‘0rlnclnumbor.

The more cmmn‘chonsive modcl where we have also includedsalesmen rt-ociving orders, can be hnplwncmed in dili’m-entways: :lcgwndinrg‘ 3mm how one is to use the system. We Illustratetwo possible ways below.

We first assnmo that we :n'm- only intomstod in finding; the ordersobtained by a given snicszmnn. but have no need [or any :dilionulinformation concerning the snlcnman. We can nehimrv this byil'fll'fidtlc-isu: the .-.:t1z_~::::-n.n new-2mm :15: an ;'-:‘.L!‘!;im::.ti dawn-15:3 key inthe: order remurj. We then obtain mc- i'clLJxa'iny: itnplwnmn:uionstructure.

«~———CUSTOMER NUMBER
<-——-CUSTOMER NAME

’ _ ORDER NUMBER

CUSTOMER

ORDER 4“ S a 555 {M v ;\: u if ’4 ‘Z

ORDER
DETAIL

' l

'
q~———PRODUCT NUMBERPRODUCT

um...

A
_

—.—__.—~__.__

<..__——___
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If, howovcr, we are interested in storing; information about
the 511103111911, we can create 21 new recoul‘type 9 suiceman}
and relate this to the order records via 11. set. SZIICSIYILLD"(,‘Il‘d’dl‘.
We then obtain the follmx'ing inmlcmentntion structure:

WCUSTOF'ER NUT“"=BER
CUSTOMER CUSTOMER NAME

SALESMN
———-*— ORDER 4 SALESFWJ NUMBER

‘!

ORDER
DETAIL

A

PRODUCT “*“PRODUCT NUI’BER
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CONSTRU'ITION OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Identification

Identification of Obiects

Objects can be defined as "units" which can be identified by
their properties. Objects can be persons, things, events, etc.
All objects of the same type (persons, for example) form an
object class. The objects of a class have a number of properties,
some of which are classified as ”identifying properties”. The
latter are often aritificial properties given to the object to
ennble it to be identified.

Objects are identified by the name of the object class to which
they belong (person, d‘partment) together with the names of
the identifying properties.

The name of an object class and its identifying properties are
put in a so-called object list. This could have the following;
appearance.

Name: I Identifving Prmerties:

Person Person number, name

Department Department number

Identification of Relations

A number of physical} and/or logical connections will exist between
1the objects in the obirrct list. These connections are.- rep '35::a

as relations in the conceptual model.

One can distinguish between:

1. Relations between objects in the same object class.
These will llcrent'tei be referred to as “self i,‘ela‘.ir.m::‘.”.
Here, then using the construction rules. we will eomine
ourselves to self relations between two objects of an
object class.

2. Re nihim between objects from two different obi-act
classes. “here, unless oinei‘niism stated, will be refer—
red to as binary i'Cl:1-'.i0=‘i5.

3. Relations b“t\‘.'et-n obiecte iin three or men) Llizrfe‘rx-nil

-. .P....r‘ ' ." ,, .—‘-' .r.~ n"! « "l‘."lobicci Clitbfit'h. inane nil! be l~_'-_L‘L1L'Ll t.) }-.lt)1.i\.'L



The following}; approach can be used to decide what relations
exist between objects in the conceptual model:

- the listed objects are compared two by two to find any
binary relations. “1- choose to identity binary ratintions
first because these are the most common and the easiest
to identity (for example, "person" is emp oyed ll
"department") .

- for each object class one decides whether there exist any
self relations between the objects in the class (for ex—
ample, person ”is subordinate to" person).

3

relations, these are noted (for ex:u‘aple7 an ”order” is: a
relation between a customer, a product, and a evil

— where it is possible to find directly any higher order
I

Although a relation between objects may have been identified,
thi s docs not preclude the objects from belonging to further
relations. One object can belong to binary relations, sell relations
and higher order relations.

A salesman can have a relation "is employed in" to the depart»
ment and a relation "order" to both customer and product.

Each relation is identified by the name of the relation class
(for example, "is employed in") and by the identifying proper—
ties of the object classes to which it relates. The relation can,
in addition, have its own identifying: properties. Ono constructs
a relations list which should con ain the name of each relation
class together with the names of its identitving properties and
he names of the ideniifying properties of the object classes

related.

An example of a relation list is:

Name: | Identifying!~ Properties: | Obiects Related:

Order Order number Salesman, customer,
product

Employee Employee number Person, department
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What are Ohiects and \‘v‘hat are Relations '?

When analysing a given reality, it is often difficult to decide
what are ohiects and what are relations. A .I‘umbcr of relations
are of such common usage that they are normally regarded as
objects. An order, for exanple, can be a relation between a
customer, a salesman, and a product.. An order will often be
a relation which has its own identifying property (order number)
and can occur in the model without one or more of the object
classes it. is usually a relation between. For example, order
and product can appear in the model as two object classes with
the relation ”included in" between them.

In general, a relation which has its own identifying property
and is of higher order can often he represent :1" 2.5 an ohiect
in the model. This is particularly the case ii the relation
exists at the "edge" of the model, that is, one or more of the
object classes related ly the relation are not included in the
model.



(.0 [\2‘ Construction of the Model

The nomtlon introduced in Chapter 2 is used here to construct
the conceptual model.

The various types of relation are represented as follows.

ONE TO ONE
\'u
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The. model is constructed by drawing in each object class
once and then filling in all the relations between these object
Classes.

As indicated in Figure 6a, the construction is {Ln iterative.
process. in prectiee, one makes a. list of some of the objects
and relations, draws a picture of the model based on these,
and then adds any additional objects or relation-3.

The name or description of all the obiect classes and relations
in the model are written in. The construction of the conceptual
model can be illustrated by an example.

The model is to contain (til the employees of it firm, classified
according to the department in which they work. it is also 5:0
contain information regarding: who is subordinate to who in
the firm. The object list will then be:

Name: I Irientitvinp' Properties:

Person Person number, name

Department Department number

Here we will have a relation between person zitnd department]
"is employed in". and the object 013.85 person will have it
self relation "is subordinate to”.

Relation list:

, , . , . O‘n'ects involvedName: identifying" l“"l"‘}‘)t‘.1"§,\-‘: ‘ Jill“ .' ‘ " in we re.

is employed in employment number Person, department

is subordinate
1-0 Persian
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When this part of the construction process is. conmlcte, we will.
have:

- {.L concepfual model based upon the given notation

- all objects and relations pC‘L‘d‘iflfJ; in the model (ILISQL'jbceg'i
by name and idemifiying property
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conveys:
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--803

A
department 11:15

many employees, but each
employee belongs to

only one
department.

It is not always
possible to

leprescnt the relation type in the

manner shown above. For selt relations and binstrv
relations,

no problems occur, however, for higher order relufions the

relation type is not so
easily represented.Here we will describe the three relation types for self relations

and binarv
relations. An indication of how the tyne can be deter~

mined for certain higher order relations will also be given..15} Semen-.._

Sell Relation:

1

Gives a sequential structure between objects of the 81t class.a
lfPetr-r514

i
1'.'

9
fi‘

‘

\2
I’-

I h
’

«K

t’

.1

Na
..

5’

FLNWF‘~\;PJ;

I
f

\w
xv-

,L

P'\_
2.r

.llc"t":ll'vt-'{/

I

Each person in :1 queue stands "behind" only one other
person

in the queue.

Binary Relation:

Represents pairs made up of one object in one class and another

object in another class.

mm...
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-m-u—u-

m_._—.‘V;
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Self Relation:

Represents a simple tree structure.
JR.

,m ,L \,-—,
l i

l
|

r~ \ :' ’ *

I U 56%
f

g
/_/

/\;/~/\‘._‘.

__X-\.~\L_-_. ‘ l ,4 “/1 A \
- (s - i
bass of

‘ i

.\_\
."

One person may be in charge of one or more persons, but each
person is responsible to only one "boss".

Binary Relation:

Represents a two level tree structure.

HAS
EMPLOYEE WORKED IN lL— DEP \RlliFJfl

3 7m m ‘, 2.x + l~ Q T‘GCOWC" S \qc‘xu'f'? ”curse l]—
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Ono «‘lopzu'tnu-nt consists of :1 numbor of employees, but :1 {Jargon
is only employed in one department.

3.: .I’. NzN Rolzltion

Self Relation:

Represents a simple net strumure.
T‘

-
Am A‘4;vn»¢ .nJ«dc»~
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it itself consists of :1 number of product parts.
3». arts whi .Lo

Binary Rciutionz

Represents a. two love]. free Structure.
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A shop stocks various articles or products, and each product
can be stocked by :1 number of shops.

lLigrher Order Relations

For simple third order relations, it is possible to fix the relation
type, or relation types (a big; 1er order relation can in general
have more than one type). This will be illustrated by two examples.

EXEE‘ le 1;

An order is a relation between :1 salesman, a customer, and a
product.

CUSTOMER SALESHAN

PRODUCT

A salesman 1:13 orders from many customers: (lzN) “herons {L
Q :. ' l: iii“. o:1l:' ozte 3.11291111111. A C'll'i?!)t1l=’:1‘ 1:11:- :1:;‘.=’

tf-i', 11ml :1 cinch product is on order to many
(rust/omen: my). .\ 59.11.2511111‘11 accepts orders: for many products.
and. (":lCl‘i arealucl cnn be ordered Viz; [L 11:11:11]):31: of Hzilcsnzcn (thin—"1.
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Example f’._:

A model describes the clespatchinfz: of products with their corres~
pending; handbooks to customers. The object «:lusses here ire
customer, product and handbook, and the relation between them
is desputch.

li

l C LLS'l‘omei”f

////‘l 1
‘

‘s/ ‘ *-
.._......... -. ., 4——'—_.———..

r .1. ‘1 ‘ I r "vest—1w. u i H a M! booi“ l

1‘...——-——-—_..._.__ .w.w__.--—o-—-—--_—-

To one customer, we can despateh many products (123‘) together
with the corresponding: number oi hunclho-ohs (LN), :U‘u’l eztch
product will have associated with it. one handbook (1:1).

When this purt of the construction is completer the model will
00113155: of:

- a drawing of the. model using the given notation including
(where possible) the relation types

— ohieci lises :Iuil relation lists “here the classes are named,
and the iikrntiirilg propertie are given.in



The Listing of Properties

For each object class and relation, the properies or :Ltirihut es
are collected. This will result in an expanded version of the
object list. it is possible to distinguish between two types of
properties:

- simple properties, that is, properties [or which :1 given
obieet or relation mn have only one "value", (3.9;. ,
name, age and height for the object "person".

~ repeating properties. that is, properties [or which the
obieet or relation can have more than one ".’;LlL18, e.g.,
examinations, previous employers, order details.

One can also indicate xi‘nieh simple properties; are identifying:
properties. An identifying; irsroperty need not necessarily have
a unique vulue. For example, person number will normally be
a uniquely identifying property, but a person’s nume willJ or
may) he :Lmbi gyuous.

The object list can have the following uppea‘unee.

Name _I Simple Pm;.;erties: ! Benefiting; Properties:

Person Person number, name, Schools, previous
address, pay employers

I'Jeprirtment Department number,
Department name

The relation lists could be as follows:

Der-reription Simple 'itepeuted Relz‘ded Object
iime): Properties: 1 Pi.‘0p(’i.‘tlc_8t Chis: es:

Employed in I'?1111')103.'iii&‘11t Person/departn1? nt
nu m be r ,
“or1;
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3.5 Testing; the information Content of the -xlodol

The cont-ennui model (or diagram) plus tht object and rolution
lists including; the associnicd propertiu: and attributes sahcnld
now contain sufficient int01_‘m.:uion to Ctl‘tble one to ottenint to
answer the questions which will be posul to the ;)1_'oi,.';wiocl (l::1."tl):1£-se.
It is not ear—1y to {fiVC systematic rules 11:; to hon~ such u control
should he carried out. Whut: one does is. to sot the r: "‘E‘UC-HS to
the model which will later become the application progr 'z‘tnis w >rking
against the database to see whether the model is P

For ouch question, one must follow the structure of the 00110tq
model. and determine whether each object or relation contains the
required information. Th‘s procedure can he illuslrntod by an
example :

The con-3 cptuztl D 10561:

S/
f“. a .= ".‘<. p.

I ‘ .

L'“F
(“L “It”. "

\ eVA‘bloc‘\h i K;
I

--t.\-//

The structure before testing the information content.

Object list:

Nun??- Sinuxlo P'i‘fEZ'tCl‘l‘lCS: i l,5.L'I‘..'jtii+(E:Cl i’rcapr‘z_'tirw'-::

Department Department. nulnbefi‘
Department nume

Person P911301] mn‘:11>9r* St'hools
Numc, address, Previous cnmlog’ers
salary, work code

Rtrlrttion li st:

L (“scriptionz
.. _..,,-_,._.__4_....-.,_ l"1_e:‘.'.‘v<-i'tio;:: Iii-lut'wl:

Simple Repeated Ohirots
n

l t
|
5

m-

‘
,.._.__

a1 J - _ _l..1n‘nlovco m uloa‘msnt: )1: mm:‘ I':"ml‘:;-1' : ' L'Ef='l'-.::E..'|1t=i‘-L
'1 tie l '

‘ !
. l '.. Ifl . 3.”. ~‘* : 2 1- ‘
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The. questions; we wish to 211193 (41' are:

l. \‘t’hieh people are emploied in each department?

2. Find tie pay, raining and ll'GVlOLIS experience of each
employee.

8. What: kind of work and what responsibility Each employee
has ?

4. Who is directly responsible to each employee?

5. What is the functional connection between the departments ?

The arimvei's to the queslions using the conceptual model am:-
given Lit-flow.

1. For each departmazt, the relation "employed in" is used
to find all the employees working in the department.

2. For each employee, the object list contains: intorma’tim‘.
coneerning his salary, education and previous experience,

3. The object list for each employee contains a job code, To
make available information as to what a given job involves,
we must create a new object class called ”job type", Eden--
tified by the property job code, and a new relation "£311. ‘13:
carried out by" between the new ohjecc L'li'lfaF and the object
class "person". '

_ , : ’l' J05; ‘l‘u 551“: -—---:——-<’ he C““”"°‘-\'—-— "View
.' v . 02CL inf/”l : :t

. 1

l “fifl
‘ a ‘ '

The new object clam; "job type" will contain information
about the nature of the job and the i'c:~n_)on:'4ibitity it entails.

4. I‘m: each (‘tnplnfxfcp the relation "is in Cli:i.1‘f“L, of 5:: NSC-(l to
find out \'.'l]l('i] persons that: C.‘:’1j)l0 i llll‘ll,

5. The oreanirational relation iwtv'een the L‘?" .:‘~
depart} it‘t‘it is obtainable \‘ia the UltSWCi‘ t-
tliis: it: iitgiirtscutui b}. :a :Jiiant-lv true Fil‘l‘t‘
(:tim‘2‘t'tfo Er: lit”".‘.‘.L‘L".i ,itt‘ ‘.‘:11‘§UL‘;;‘1 ii:
lit. molt .itih,.,vtcl.li-n. .Iili tutu-J; r“, ..

t- at -- w .r m\‘.ULl\ :tltttttit‘.
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The relation list for "functional connection" must contain the
properties necessarv to describe the functional connection between
the departments.

When the procedure of answering the given questions is completed,
one must decide whether the conceptual model has the necessary
information content. If some of the questions cannot be satisfactorily
answered, then one must go back to the point in the construction
rules where the necessary changes to the model can be made,

In the example, questions 1, 2 and 4 could be answered satis-
factorily by the model. However, to answer the questions 3 and
5, the model had to be added to. This required a return to
point 2.1 in the construction procedure.

The final appearance of the conceptual model for the example
CCU-x. bc ol’x‘oua‘t Ha boleo.



The complete object list:

Name: Simple Prynertics: Repeated Properties:

Department Department numbefi‘
Department name

Person Person number’“, Schools, Previous
11ame*, salary, employers
work code

Work Type Work code*, job Job responsibilities
description

The complete relation list:

Descrirtion- Simple Repeated Objects' *’ ‘ Properties: Pronerties: Related:

Employed in Employee Person, department
number. D
Date
employed

In charge of Person

Organization description Department

Person Person, job type
responsible

“@1011 the ahove test is completed one will have arrived at the
foilewi ng':

—- a conceptual model containing the names of all objects
and relations together with the relation type for the majority
of the relations

« a complete list of all objects and relations plus their
attri hates /pr0perties .
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licdnctifionjt the Model

At this stage in the construction, the appearance of the con—
ceptual model will. to a i ran e:~:tcnt, reflect the constructors
intuitive understanding of the reality he wishes to represent.
It is not possible to uniquely define the "best" conceptual
model. A number of "rule of thumb" rules can, hov—xever, be
e‘ivcn. The use of these will {generally enable one to reduce
the number of relations and/0r obiects in the model.

Such reductions will often be accompanied by the loss of
some of the possibilities of the original model. Therefore,
for each reduction rule. the way in which. the information
content may change will be given.

It is important to realize that, the reduction rules do not auto—
matically result in the best solution. Other factors \R'lllCh can
weigh for or against reduction will often be involved. These
may often be related to physical or practical considerations
involving the actual da'abase. This will be discussed in the
description of the implementation structure. Factors involving
the information content may also require conside *ation. It is
not always sufficient to be ablg to answer a given question
to the database and one should also consider how it is to be
answered. This “ill have direct consequences [or the application
programmes to be run against the database.

The six reduction rules will be handled s-‘parately. Their order
is random and the rules can be applied in an arbitrary order.
The information content of that part. of the model affected by a
reduction must always be tested after the reduction. This is
especially ii‘nportant for the possibilities which one loses. These
are listed for each reduction rule.

Reduction of a Numb-e " of Bil‘arv Relations to One "jliird
Order Reladon

This reduction is possible it:

— binary relations between pairs of three object classes
exist

- the binary relations have a common property, that is,
one property can be drawn out oi each relation and put
in the new relation.

The reduction involves integrating the binary relations in one
third order relation. The tx'pe of the third order relation will not
always l-c easy to determine and \‘x'lll depend upon ['10 11‘. which
object class the relation is i‘wlatitm txpe For a
third order relation can. for ex: .' _ in” i:f{ bc-l'vee: 0311:”.
innit/Cf- “’ C [33905; , i ' ,: .Li" i ol- pair,

T‘s-.1) cxanmles of i‘liizs type of reduction are given below.
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,4E1>333k : 1"

Put of 11 conceptu:L1 model consists of three object classes
customer, salesman, and pI‘OdULt. The 11311111011 sale——cu:.—:t exists
between salesman 11nd customer and indicates which customer :1
salesman has. Betusen cust011101 and product, is the relation
order which indicates which outcrsa customer has.

7— .— _ _ -_..__.~_—.—..,I ,L
y x“, i

’ ‘N
I

.1. l
C u 5‘1 r‘: MN“: ‘ <‘Saie — 0.1:1.,.—-— Sqlcsm a 1v 1

I. 1
1/}, _________

4

1/.

0‘“:CR“; \

N TKC- m s oi oi hm} eve.

.....___..,_ Y‘C oturc‘l”: avg
l

P"? C'C'l l4 (‘1:

'lhe rel-Ltions sale—oust and order '116 both 1:N bin'irv relations
and have in common that the-v both involve CL <tomer.

The two relations can be merged to 11 different third order
rel:1“ition called "order". This reduc- es the s1'20 of the model.
and also improves. lTS inf-.3r111111ic'n -"1mm .15. it is "1013' Dossiijle
to find all the products 11511le'5111m '1: or
going; Via the customers.

1.5 couined arcia=r5 to xit‘nc'i:
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The previou—firelations to one third order relation The next
example Sh0\\S how thiee binary lelations can be reduced to one
third order ielation. In contrast to the previous example we
have. lost part of the information content; as a re 511lt ofhe
reduction.

The example describes the costs involved in loading and unloading
cargo for ships. The object classes involved inlhe determination
of costs are: cargo type, ship type, and harbour.
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- he relation S~II—Cost contains information about the
cost of a given ship tvme to lie in a given harbour.

- The relation S—C—cost contains information about the cost
of loading/unloading various cargo types for each ship
type.

- The relation H—C—cost contains information about the
cost of loading/unloading the various cargo types at each
harbour. '

S—H—cost is of the type N:N as each harbour can receive a number
of ship types, and each ship type can lie in a number of harbours.
S—C —cost and H—C —cost are both of type 1:N.

To calculate the cost of loading/unlouding‘ a given cargo type one

and calculate tie S—H~cost between
these, the S—C —oost between ship and cargo type.and the H—C—cost
between harbour and cargo type.

Had it been desirable to have a combined discount for certain
combination of harbour, ship type and cargo type, then this cannot
be directly represented by the model.

Should the model be reduced by combining the binary relations in
one third order relationpthen this relation must have properties
which identify ship type, harbour and cargo type. ESL-eh a third
order relation will also enable combination discounts involving;
two or all three of the object tasks to be expressed as properties
or attributes of the third order relation ”cost".

The reduced model. Coo.» be; ot‘r-sueue 31-1 hem»:



One should notice that the information content is somewhat
altered in this reduced model. “hilc the first model could
give the cost for a given ship 12‘s):- 10 lie in a harbour eirectljs,
the S—H—cost will now be bound to the cargo type to be loaded
or unloaded. Corresponding comments can be made for S—C—cost
and H—C —cost. On the other hand. a combination discount can be
included in "cost" directly, which was not possible [or the original
model. '

o

The Reduction of a. Number of Relations with an Object Class
lubeln'eeu. in One Relation

Thisreduction is possible if:

— a number of binary relations of type 1:; ez'ist between oneVI

~ all 1:): relations have their "A" side towards the surrounded
object class and their ‘1 side towards the surrounding
object, classes

In addition, the surrounded object must be an "abstract type"
(refer to Section 2.1. i).

The reduction consists of combining the surrounded object class
and all the relations joined to it by a single new relation This
reduction will usually result in changes in the information content
of the model:

I~ some of the information previously contained ii the
surrounded object class may be moved to the surrounding
object classes or to the new relation

— information paths which previously used the surrounded obiect
class, will now go via the surrounding object classes.

in l'Txamole:

The model describes the connection between persons, jobs and
contracts.

PERSON ——J’—— JOB

PESULTS I ii)a

3 CONTEfiACTf
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Here, job is the surrounded object class, with relations to
person and contract. The relation "carries out" gives all the
jobs a person is working on. The relation ”involves” gives all
the jobs a contract results in.

If the model is to be reduced, then some of the information
in job will be moved to contract and person. In "contract“J
information about the types of job involved could he. placed;
which information about which types of job a person is qualified
for could be moved to "person”.

. u u u uThe new relation replacing job, carries out, and invokes will be
of type. N:_\‘ as one person can be in 'olved in a number 01‘ con—
tracts whiie one contract can involve a number of persons.
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The rednc ed model.

D

The relation "per—con" can contain information about a person's-
posiiion in relation to a contract (e.g. responsible for). Such
information could not be represented in the original model Since
all communication between eontracL and person Went via job.

"na‘_9f__'_]_‘_‘go ICIQDUCEELOT Nearlv Idenlical ()‘nieel Classes
are Joined iv. a ]\E:‘.;11‘\' Relation

- the two object. classes are so similar that. no ,«grrat changes
in the properties occur as a result oi" the emni’nizmlien

'i‘hc l‘L‘ilLlf‘il-ifll involve-:5 :nei‘cg‘iz‘; the two obia-et classes to one.
ind is’plr;;1ll.” 11.10 hittiirv reiniioii In; a "sol"; :wlmion". Enlar—

nnazizm “l‘!"‘i'1l5(‘ in one white: Ola-" i: on: in the ()lhi'r olniei-L
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The inlormation which can be lest with this reduction is any
information relating to the sequence of objects in the removed
Object class.

The reduction also removes a good deal of redundant information.

gamble 1:

A model describes the hierachy between the employees in a
concern.

PERSON-l

l

PERSON—2

‘3"!"Person—i" contains information about each person,"Person—-.
contains an identifying properly for each person (redundant in--
formation). “Is in charge of" is the relation which joins a
person to those pei'Sons under him.

The model is reduced by replacing the two object classes by
one. namely person. The relation "is in change of" becomes
a self relation. but will olherwise be unchanged. The inter—
maiion content. will not change provided no soeeial sequence
existed for the objects in Person-2.



PERSON
"L ’ V "("C (in C: (M:

l N '“ C- Cl, (Liv

IS
BOSS 0F

Example 2:

In this example, an NzN relation describing “A. product structure
is taken.

PART-l

PART—2
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The relation consists of is NzX as one part can go towards
the making of :i number of other parts while it consists of 2L
number of parts.

The reduction here consists of merging the two object classes
as in the previous example, and changing ”COHSiSLS of" to :1
self relation.

[ . f . r' i “In”. .—TJM; vacuum at wretctx CO to i - ‘

For this type of reduction, (for both examples) the reduced
model makes mmdering about in the structure easier. Il‘ one,
for example, \‘.'iSl1L‘S to go downwards in the hierarchy in
the first example, one would have to return to person—1 for
each downward step in the structure. That is, after finding"
person—2 one Would then find the corresponding object in
person—3: to continue the searching The. dotted
line shows how one can arrive in, person 512.



After reducing the model, the searching enn go directly through
the tree structure. The dotted line again shows how
we arrive at person 212.

One will also remove 11 good deal of redundant information as
all objects not at the top or bottom of the hiemehy will be
represented twice in‘

k‘wrecwsgacl ‘mcc‘li’i as 0??<m. 5.! 1'?l . .-.. Osari +0 mes, en».
3. v . 7

Fax?“ 1 Y.” bigger C‘l \LxC-CW M’s-\— .



’Jv‘xx'o .3\':"n.f'lri(;:zll J::\' Rotations are Rt‘duced to one Biz"

This

\ “calmicms

reduction is possible if:

- two 1:2? rilnz‘ions go in cpprgue direczions became"! ".10
ObjCCt classes

- the relations have :LL informalion contept \‘ClliCh can be
comdmcd in one fixation

The 1' due-:- . i on involves Inc rg‘ing‘ into one.

is long :15 the new relation contunfl all the properties four-id
in the two ]:_.\' rclzuiims. no loss If mft)‘
:1 result 15-? ”the

amnion will oucm‘ 12::
reduction.



Lgeeyfleg
A model describes projects and people working on projects.
Two izN relations, works hours on, and has workers exists
between the object classes person and project.

PROJECT

PERSON

'lfhc model indicates that one should be able to find all the

on a given projeu.

The model is reduced by merging the two relations to one
single relation of type .\':.\T.
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’\
n N PRCJECT\,_'__. PERSO’JPROJECT PARTICIPATION

'
\/

Project pariicipation satisfies all the criteria covered by the
original two rauations,

The DYL'IDC‘I‘UCS 1,)elongrjnzqio the two previous g‘Ollions can be
given 1.0 the now I‘GlnliOIf-projCCL DEI‘LiCiPILtiOH. One could also
hora mid I'IJ'OI‘IIIIIJIUH about the work load upon each person It 1'
each project he participates in.
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’lepezitirir Group for the Owner Object Class

ween Two teet Classes is .{edueed to :1

This reduction is possible if:

- :1, 1:N relation exists between two object Classes

- the object class on the N side is not related to any other
object classes

— the properties belonging to the relation and the object Class
on the N side can be moved to the object Class on the
1 side of the relation.

The reduction is achieved by. removing- the relation and the N
side object class and putting); all the properties of the relation
and object Class to he removed in as repeating gioups of pro—
perties in the 1 side object class.

Exempt e:
m—k‘

A model describes orders and all the order details making up
an order.

l N ORDER
ORDER DETAILS

._.4

REDUCES TO

ORDER
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The obiect list for order “111 be extended by all the properties
of the 01.1'Q‘i1111l order detail object class plus any properties of
the relation "has".

No change in the information content need occur here.

3.6.6 A 1:1 Relation Between TIVO Ohiect Classes is Removed and
the Two Uhicct (,‘liissos :Ll‘C Combined into 011.0.

This reduction can always be carried out when :1 1: 1 1‘el11tio11
exists between two object Classes. It will not. result in 111111 lossof infor1n'11tiol1.'1‘he reduction is achieved by removing the
one object class and moving all properties of the removed class
to the remaining object. class. In addition 111’ propejtics bcl o11s1~inq to the 111111;ion 11111 1150 be moved If the removed object
011111111111 other relations to yet further object 019.. ses, these
relations “ill be tinnsfcrred to the new object class.

Exnmp_le_
. .1 1|1.A model describes men, women, and who is married to who.

_ -_....____.

”1/ .__.__........_........,
1 x‘ ’5 \1

\ [V{ a 1" 1 {51.4.1 617'1‘7 (”A \' VV’ 0111‘ 0 '14.. :

1 ‘ ' s ’

The reduction results in :1 new object Class c;111cd”111'11‘:-:ic(_1 eclinle' ‘,which contains 1111 the Dropcsrtic bcfmc lound in the 1121111 andwomen object Classes together wit 11 111v from the 1'111111011 "1'11111‘1ied
to".

”m-T‘T
Mari-11774 l
Comfy-11x1. 1
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When ail possible or relevant reductions have been made to
the conceptual model one will have:

~ a sketch of the model containing all the object classes
and relations together with the relation type for the.
majority of relations. This model should satisfy the
revelent information needs as best possible

-- a complete list of the object classes and relations
together with all their properties

~ a description of the information needs one expects the
model to satisfy

At this stage of the construction of the database, one has a
documentation of the logical content of the database together
with a colloquial (high level) description of the application
programs which are to run against the database.
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CHOICE OI7 IMPLEMENTATION STRUCTURE

The previous chapter describes how one with the use of the
concepts of object and relation can describe reality by a con—
ceptual model. This model is constructed mainly from a
knowled e of thatpartof reality one wishes to representand ofits required
informa 'ion contant.
To implement the model further information concerning the
way in which and how often the information in the model is
to be used is required, In addition one must be aware of the
characteristics of the mechanisms used in practice.

In the introduction the phases one should go through when planning
the implementation structure were described as a sequence.
This sequence need not be followed rigourously, and should be
regarded as a guide to the main activities leading to an imp—
lementation.

Before describing the individual phases some general charac—
teristics of praciial usage and mechanisms will be described,

Storage Mechanisms

We distinguish between the following storage mechanisms:

— ”Random (hashing)
— Sequential
— Serial
~ P roximity

The relevant criteria upon which a choice should be based are:

Initial storage
— Storing of new records
— Removal of records
— Space usage, use of freed space
— Sensitivity to changes in assumptions made,
— Information retrieval
— Storage order

The storage mechanisms can be found implemented in various
ways. We give the general characteristics of each,



Random

In a random file the records are ”arbitrarily" stored depending
upon the value of some data element which is used as a key
such that the initial storage of records (loading the data base)
can result in many accesses to the same part of a file. (this
can be avoided if one knows the randomising algorithm and sorts
the records to be stored suehthat their order corresponds to
the physical order they will be stored in on the file).

The storage of new records on a hashing file is normally a
fast operation which does not affect the other records on the
file. The same holds for the deletion of records.

The use of the space on the file depends upon how the values
of key are distributed by the randomising algorithm. Us—
ually it is not possible to attain a usage of space better than
70—90% before the file becomes less effective in use. A ran—
domised file normally requires the allocation of the same
amount of space independently of whether it holds few or many
records.

A hashing file is sensitive to changes in the assumptions about
the values of the key and the maximum number of records
which can be stored.

A hashing file gives fast access to the individual records, and the
access time is alomost independant ot the total number of records
which can be stored on the file.

CLL t‘nQL \wzc ‘. fz=~"~‘~‘i.
The table can be used in estimating the size re—
quirements for randomised and assumes that the values
of the key have a poisson distribution. The file is divided into
a main area and an overflow area. Each address (bucket) in
the main area has room for a number of records. The load
factor of a hashing file is the ratio of the total number of re—
cords stored in the file to the number of records stored in the
main area.

The table gives the percentage of records which go into the
overflow area as a function of the load factor and the number
of records per bucket.

For example if a bucket holds 10 records and a load factor of
0.8 taken, 5,32% 01' the stored records will lie in the over—

Thus one might that it is best to choose
a large bucket size, but this will increase the search time in
each bucket.



Récords Per
Bucket in
Main Area:

mmhmm—a

_I OLDOON

11
12

14
16
18
20

25
30
35
40

50
60
70
80
90

100

Load Factor:

0.1

4.84
0.00
0.09
0.02
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.2

9.37
2.19
0.63
0.20
0.07
0.02

0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.3

13.61
4.49
1.80
0.79
0.37
0.18

0.09
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.4

17.59
7.27
3.61
1.96
1.12
0.67

0.41
0.25
0.16
0.10
0.07
0.04

0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.5

21.31
10.36
5.99
3.76
2.48
1.69

1.18
0.84
0.61
0.44
0.33
0.24

0.14
0.03
0.05
0.03

0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.6

24.80
13.65
8.82
6.15
4.49
3.38

2.60
2.03
1.61
1.29
1.04
0.85

0.57
0.39
0.28
0.20

0.09
0.04
0.02
0.01

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.7

28.03
17.03
11.93
9.05
7.11
5.75

4.74
3.97
3.30
2.88
2.48
2.15

1.65
1.23
1.01
0.81

0.43
0.20
0.18
0.12

0.05
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00

0.8

31.17
20.43
15.37
12.32
10.26
8.75

7.60
0.08
5.94
5.22
4.80
4.36

3.84
3.08
2.65
2.30

1.65
1.28
0.94
0.73

0.45
0.30
0.20
0.13
0.02
0.06

The €75 age of records in the overflow area as a function of
the load factor and the bucket size (in records).

The physical sizes such as the block sizc of a storage me—
dium and buffer sizes in core will also set practical limits
upon bucket sizes .
kets cannot be read into core in one physical access.

Some of the 8(1,‘.'8111{lg'08 are lost if buc—

0.9

34.06
23.79
18.87
15.86
13.78
12.24

11.04
10.07
9.27
2.53
2.01
7.51

6.67
6.00
5.45
4.99

4.10
3.47
2.98
2.60

2.04
1.65
1.37
1.14
0.97
0.83
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4.1.3

Seguential'

In a sequential file the records are stored in order according
to the value of some key. For initial storage the records
can be correspondinglg‘ sorted prior to loading, and this will
then be a quick operation.

The storage of new records requires either the moving of: all
records "behind" the new record, or the use of an overflow
area when the physical ordering will be partly damaged until
the file can be reorganiscd.

The deletion of records will give "holes" in the file which
can be used if a new record belonging to the hole arrives, or
if one moves all the records behind the hole.

Space exploitation in a sequential file will be close to 100%
especially itireed space can be used.

A sequential. file will be sensitive to changes in the assui‘np—
tions made with regard to the storage and deletion of records.
If such "trai‘fid‘l’ becomes considerably greater than expected
the accessing of records will be degraded, or one will need
to reorganize the file more frequently than originally planned.

A sequential file will be expensive to use if one is mainly
interested in only a small number of the records in the file.

Serial

In a serial file the records are stored in the order in which
they arrive at the file. Both the t‘mtial storage and the storage
of new records will be quick operations. The removal of re—
cords will also go quickly provided one does not "compress"
the file.

Space usage will be nearly 100% as long,r as freed space can be
reused.

A serial file will normally require at least one access mechanism‘



4;l.4 Proximitv

For this storage mechanism records are stored near one
another an the physical storage medium depending upon some
criterian which could for example be the value of a data
element. A new recordwill be stored as closely as is possible
to the records to which it "belongs" without moving any
other record.

This storage mechanism will have much in common with the
serial, but will in addition use the possibility of providing
an access path via the physical ordering of the records.
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4.2.1
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Access Mechanisms

We distinguish between the following access mechanisms

— Random
— Index
— Cha ining
— S ea rching

The criteria which should be used when choosing access mec—
hanisms are as follows:

— Space requirements
— - Fetching,r records

La rge/small fraction of the total number sorting
— Storing records

Initial storage
Storing of new records

— The removal of records
— Sensitivity of changes in assumptions

As with storage mechanisms. access mechanisms of various
kinds exist. The general characteristics of each access
mechanism will be given.

The various mechanisms do not exclude one another. It is
fully possible, in principle, to acc-ss the same record via
hashing, via one or more indexes, via one or more chains or
via searching.

Random

Most of what applies to hashing as a storage mechanism applies
to it also as an access mechanism.

The advantages of using hashing as an access mechanism are
that, it requires no extra space, and no table. or pointzrsliecd.
to be updated when a record is stored or deleted.



Index

An index table is a table ccntainingthc- value of the access
keyiand the address 01' the recordjior each record inclcxcd

AAAA RP

ADDEN RP

AFGAN RP

ANDER RP

ANDER RP

ANNEN RP

ALSEN RP

ALSON RP

ALSON RP

BADEN RP
4k~—--————_—-_"”/
AFGAN JOHN 17632

Tile address of a record.is foznid by looking up the value
of file access key in fluaindex table. iflie index table can it—
sch be regarded as a ffle and can beeTganiscd in various vzys
just as can oLhcr Ines. It can be rand01nised (ofcrircferred
to as a hash.i3blcy serial or sequcntndq (one nlny conic
across the Lerni'index scqucnfial file”. As “E have uscd_1hc
unnns, and disfinguished behvcen a [Hes organisatum1sud
HS access inechHJHSIns. an index scqucnikfl [He \l be a fflc
“inch is organised scqucntkdly and “inch has an index table
as uccess1necmnnsnn,
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Sometimes an index table will be organised as a combination
of a number of physical organisations and access mechanisms.
For example it can be divided up into '21 number of small tables
where the entries in each mble are steied sequentially, whit:
the table: are stored serially and chained togethei in a logical
tree structure. Saarctiing in the table starts at the top of. the
tree.

An index table normally holds the value of the access key and
the address ol.‘ each record stored in the file. The space
1equiremenis for an index table are dependent upon the length
of the access key the length of an address, and the way in
which the table is organised.

T 1e time required to access a receid via an index table is de-
pendent upon how the tahie is organised and new the record
is addressed from the index table entry. This can be either
a direct physical address to the record, or the address of an
area containing: a number of records which must then be searched
for the relevant record.

If the index is organised sequentially it can be used to fetch
the records sequentially. This also gives one the possibility
of fetching a selection of records for which the mines of the
access key lie between two given limits.

When storing or removing records from the file the corres-
ponding entiies in the index table must be added or emoved.

Cllfillllllg‘

As the third access mechanism we have the chaining together
of records. This is admired by storeing the address of the
next record in the chain. and sometimes the address of the pre—
vious record. in each record. For single chains. only the
address of the next. record is stored. while for double chains
the addresses of both the next and the previous record. are
stored in each record.

60% /
do“ c.

t
‘1‘Ll‘ili 1 Clint s(a r) h (”‘1



Chaining requires space for the storing; of addresses in each
record. The space requirements depend upon the l: 11K'3th 01 an
address.

When accessing the records in a chain we fetch them one at
a time which can ref-fire one physical access per record if the
chained records are not store-d close to one another,

When records are stored in a chain, pointers in one or more
records must be updated. For sinctlc chains one rcr-ord,and
for double chains..t\vo other recordsmiustbe upclz‘.teri.1‘}1e same
applies for the deletion of a record. (In some systems “hich
use chaining the records are not phvsicaily 101110171311 £10111 the
chains under norml oocration but 11121111.; n as "dead”, and 1e—
moved physio-11y in a recignnisation proerss). The records
containing; the: address of the record to be removed are the
ones to be updated. This is an easy 111:.tter fm'do'3.}l chains
“here the rcco1d to be deleted holds the addresses of the re—
cords to be updated For sing1e chains howeve 1' one wand 4416'“
go round the “hole chain to find the 111mions recor‘, and this
will be costly if the chains are long.

+3

Sea rchinq

As the last access mechanism to be consideered we have searching.
In principle one can find any receid in a file by searching
thrOLWh it.

In an unsorted file one will on aveace 11:10 to seaich through
half of the file to get a reco1d whichb is in the file but one
must

search
the whole file to determine that a record does

not CXl

if a number of records are to be fetched at the same time.
these can be obtained by one search through the tile thus re—
ducing the access time per 1ccord.

A sorted file has the same characteristics as an unsorted filewhen searching: for a single record provided one Sii‘nl‘tS at thebeginning of the file.. lIouevcr it will 111i11ste1 in dctc1mining
whether a record. exists or not.



If a sorted file is stored on 8 directly adcli‘cssubie storage
medium, than binary and other search methods can be used
to access a record more quickly.

Searching; is most advantageous when updating or accessing
a largo. part of the racoi'ds in a file. Tw’ix’:
claiion between ihe access time per vac-0rd [or sequential
ll hashing; files as :1 function of what fraction of the records

1'
air
are to be accessed if. Sitsozm. heist)»:-

J
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The Grouping of Information

in the construction of the conceptual model information has
been sorted into groups according to where it logically be—
longs and how it is to be identified upon retrieval.

In constructing the implementation structure one uses this as
a starting point and may merge or divide the information
groups to form records depending upon how the needs for
exploiting resources, flexibility and protection against loss
or misuse are to be satisfied,

When choosing the content of the various record types the
following points should be considered.

- Data volume (number of machine words, bytes,
characters) per object or relation '

— Variations in this volume for the objects or re—
lations of the same class

— The frequency of retrieval and updating of the
various data elements

- Machine dependent sizes (block sizes on disk, buffer
sizes in core etc.) '

— Demands for security of the unions data elements
with respect to loss or misuse.

— The way in which the data is to be retrieved,

Normally the record sizes which it itpossible or sensible to
have will be limited by the available hardware or software.
There may often be a higher limit and perhaps a lower limit
for the possible record sizes, and demands for space utili—
zation, buffer sizes, processing effectivity and physical block
sizes mean that information must be grouped in such a way
as to give suitable record sizes.

The data volume (measured in machine words), bytes or
cha “aeters) may well vary for objects or relations belonging
to the same class. If this variation is large it may, for the
sake of space utilization be advisable to use variable record
lengths, or to spread the data over more than one record type .
Thus information belonging to an object or relation may be
stored in one or more record types depending upon how much
there is.
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The various data elements belonging to an object or relation
may often be used with rather different frequencies, If one
takes account of this and sorts the data elements into a number
of record types according to their usage, one can obtain a
faster access to the most frequently used and thus improve
the total effectiveness of the system.

Both space usage and access time will as a rule be improved.
if account is taken 01“ the characteristics of the storage medi—

um such that records for example do not run over block boun—
daries.

In addition. to the points mentioned above, the division into
record. types and files can be affected by demands for security
as mentioned in 3.1.3,
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Usac‘c Patter us..._.._..\’__.....—____..

By usage patterns we mean the way in which the database is
to be used. The ’arious ways in which a database can be
used can be represented under three main headings:

- the demand for information retrieval
- the demand for updating
— the demand for security, integrity

Information R etrieval

Informatimi retrieval together with updating: will define the work
load to which the database will be subjected. The most inn-
portant parameters in connection with information retrieval are;

— transaction frequency
- required response times
- percentage of records affected/used per transation.
- required sorting or ordering

Transaction frequency is the number of requests coming to the
database per unit time. For batch use we are iii'ercsted in how
often a given prog 1am is run against the database, for example
a report may be required once. a week, For on line we need
to know the number of request transations per unit time.

The response time is the time from when a progranr/iransaetion
starts to the :imc when the output is available on the line printer/
terminal.

"he response time \‘Ciil not only depend upon the datibase
structure, but also upon the actual work load, on the machine.

The number of records accessed or used as a percentage
of the total number of records in a file (or the whole data—
base if this is not subdivided into tilcs‘, will 1.1111"c the choice
of tile organisation and access mechanisms. Thus a large
percentage indicates that searching the “hole data volume is
best, while a small percentage is better served by SOE'I'HE direct
access mechanism.

It the records are to be rctrirwed in a dci‘tnaic rdcr it will
be most adyantageous to have a scqucntia], organisz‘iiion,
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5’}Updatinc: and Storing T’tecozgl

Updating involves the retrie ral of records, ut in addition to
he considerations thcnapplying, one must also takeaccount of:

— the frequency with which records are added or re—
moved in number of records per unit time,

- which data elements are CllflllO'CCl in uodatinr“t) I. {2

To estimate how much load. one will get. as a result of updating
one must distinguish between the updating: of ”ordiiary" data
elements and those data elements which are used when storing

craccessing a record. For the [utter more time is required
asthe index table or pointers need to be changed. or the re—
cords physical position an the file may be altered in. addition
to the updating of. the data element.

Security, Pulisuse

1n addition to the demands for the minimisation of the. resources
required, the normal day to day usage of a database will have
to be protected against loss of all or part of the database and
against misuse of the data. These are often regarded as
additional demands not affecting the choice of cl;-1tabase structure
in any way. However, a good deal can be done. while the struc—
ture of the database ‘1: being determined. to simplify the steps
“recessary to obtain 2 required promotion against loss or mis-
use of data.

Such demands shoals} crcfore be decided upon and described
early enough to be c<':.-_sidered under the construction of the
atabase,

If certain personal data are regarded as unsuitable for dis-
closure to unauthorized perscns, these could be collected
in one record type tlms isolating the problem. Data redun—
dance can. be used as an insurance against the loss of data.
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T h 0 C h 0 i 0 e of S t 1'..E1.EP..1L¥.S_31151-34}?C11“ n is m s
In the previous section the general characteristics of the various
access and. storage. mechanisms have been discussed. \‘a’e
will below show how one can use the various mechanisms to
implement a conceptual model.

C oncepts and S vmbols

To describe an implementation structure we use the concepts
of record ty) , access key and set with their corresponding
symbols as described in chapter 1.

The Representation of Obieets and Symbols

Chapter 2 described how one, \Vl th the help of the concepts
object. relation and identificaton, can make a model of reality.
This model is based upon a knowledge of the data it must
contain in order to represent reality well enough to satisfy
the information needs.

de —-
re

The conceptual model can be implemented in various wa
pending; upon how it is to be used and what mechanisms
available.

Es
D.

As a start we can say that we will describe each objecttype
and relation type in the conceptual model by a record type in
the implementation structure. Such an implementation will
give a complete coverage of the information represented in
the conceptual model. but will often be somewhat overdimen—
tioncd and. unaeccessarily costly in. practice.

We shall indicate various possibilities in the following example.

E xa mpl c

In chapter 2 a conceptual model of an employees departmental
. m . . . . 1 Istatus was (llSCUSSL‘d. ihis conceptual model is snownbetmc.

:\ l 1
i 5‘ ‘ ~ 1Ir ,

DI: :‘.17~T',upu_‘\Z /
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i rtAY‘L-"r-‘n, gnaw \ -...--.
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This model can be implemented using thaw; record types.

— Employee record type. Each record describes
an employee. 1t contains a data element which
identifies the employee and various data describing
him.

~ Department record type. Each record describes
a department and contains a data ele ient identifying
the department and various data describing the de—
pa rtment .

- "Is employed in" record type. Each recei‘d des~
cribes an employment condition and contains the
identification of the ei‘nployee, the identification
of the department. P.1d various other data such
as for example the date the person was employed.

We will then have implemented the conceptual model by taking
account only of the information content. We could decide to
organise the three record types as three sequential files:

— An employee file sorted an employee identification

- A department file sorted an department number.

- An employment file sorted an department: number
as a primary key and eneloyee identification as , r_ l a, aw. .--'-»». -: "3‘.secondary key, (33mm. .--~r. l 4-! ‘- -~ "« .- 3 lM '7 ‘ C)

This implementation will. be able to "answer" all. the questions
set to the conceptual model. and will be quite effective in
producing a list of all departments where one gets the emp—
loyee number and date of employment written out for each
department. It will be less effective in piodueing a list over
all employees and which departments they work in.

We can iistead of organising the files sequentially establish
access direct mechanisms as for xample shown '3 emu; .

v.3 a“ __._....._._..7.-.._... .l" . ». .........M........__ ,. _.
”w

I
,1 " —-——----4—.———-.~...4.....1"AumLN VMW .9 'W 3 1?‘M[;l”il ed _ I : 4' has 4a.n‘~ . - , y r‘ v. 4- g. , ‘:l r .-:m 1 31“” L .w \i

.. ‘v T““' ‘ p Defmrixlmilyt;; g _ Chablarrwel ‘ '
i y ‘

\ I_--__.___. 1 l..___. _‘___J

I“ l -

4/ ’0 F51?- l 5U. ‘—
l

"H il “(‘4‘
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We can now go directly in to the employee file usingr emp—
loyee number, t e department file using department numbe ‘.
and the employment file using department number or employee
nu mbe r ,

This implementation will probably be faster than the previous
one in answering questions 011 who is employed in a depart—
ment, or where an employee works but it will not be quicker
in preparing a list of all. departments with employee numbers
and dates of employment. '

In addition this implementation will probably require more
space than the previous because of the access mechanisms.

We can instead of using two access mechanisms on the emp—
loyment file join it to the two other files by using two sets.
We than get the implementation structure shown Below-

l I
. 77_—_k~ ‘fi ' "'"'—_—’—-

W .. ‘ni '
h ‘ K' .r‘\ L, ~ : t ' _ r .
[J‘s 4’:’3 1 l

‘
. h "an" '- I1 v ’LLC“) l '7‘:

L ._ .» —'’ U‘“ ' "—7’-" 3W- ‘5» _ ‘ ndu— ,- n J/ G, o v ,,-_ V m x, _Q_.N i , , l ‘
1 la' 1" I" i l . ‘ , . _‘ J v -

4 can ;' Nu“ cl ’\ ' ,_, . '. .l/QDO m
—_ V V

I ~‘7 ’ fl -

- -_________. "Axf u- \—

. t ' Lure“

This implementation “ill have much the same characteristics
as that shown on ":lw»; tub-swan; 1mm: _

\
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In the above implementation each object and relation has
been implemented as one record type. It may nit-en be ad—
vantageous to implement an object or relation as a number of
roeordtgqjes. Reasons for this can be that some iufmrniation
is required. more often than «her, or that the amount of
information varies from record oeeurenee to record o.:eurenee.
or that. some information is confidential and therefore best
put in its own record type where it can be more easily pro—
tected against misuse.

The implementations shown above do not take account of the
fact that the relation "is employed in" is a 1:N relation. i.e.
an employee can only work in one department. The imple—
mentation is ”over dimensionedI in that the relation record type
can represent an NzN relation.

If we take account of this we can rationalise the implemen—
tation without either losing information or affecting the way
in which questions can be answered.

Since an employee can .only be in one department we can move
information related to his employment into the employee record
from the "is employed in" relation, and remove this relation.
then the implementation will only consist of two record types
as shown he i 0w

‘r .' "v‘l—U :w .‘n’ t" i - "ALMA “ ‘
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These two implementations will give the some possibilites in
answering questions as the previous implementations and will
require less space and time 111 use.

In general we can describe each object class by none, one}or more record types depending upon:

— the volume of data per object in the class

— how this volume varies for objects in the class

- the usage pattern and frequency of usage oi" the
various data elements,

Correspondingly each relation class can be described by none,
one)or more record types depending upon:

- the volume of data per relation in the class

— how this volume varies for relations in the same class

~ the usage pattern and frequency of usage of the
various data elements.

- the relation type (IzI, IzN, NzN)

When the choice of record types has been made, these should
be documented in a ”record type-data element table" as shown
in the chapter on documentation.
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Choice of Mechanisms

The above example shows how we can implement a conceptual
model usingjr diil'erent combinations of record types and access
mechanisms. We have however, not discussed the choice of
mechanisms. This will depend upon the way(s) in which the
implementation is to be used.

To be able to choose mechanisms one must for each record
type describe the following:

-— [low are the records in the record type to be re—
trieved, that is which are the relevant access keys.
For each of these we must describe how often they
will be used and how may records of the type
(measured both absolutely and as a percentage of the
total number of records in the type) are to be retrieved.
Further, we must take account of the required response time
and indicate whether the records are to be retrieved in a special ordei

— Ilow often new records are stored or old records
deleted, and how many(measured absolutely and
as a percentage of the total number of records in
a record type).
One must also know how often initial storing
(loading) will occur.

— How often data elements are updated and which
data elements are involved, Attention should es—
pecially be given to the updating of data elements
which are also access keys.

— How many records are these of a given record type,
both absolutely and as a percentage of the total
number of records in the database, One should
also have a good idea of how exact any estimates
of these numbers are.

— [low much of the total storage space required is
to be occupied by each record type.
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To obtain the figures necessary to describe the conditions
listed above,each transaction to be run against the data base
must bebwkcn down to datal‘xase operations per record type,
In practice one may have to be satisfied with average values
as the nmuber oi" data base operations per transaction may
be dependent upon the databases contents ,"f‘L-z 4mm 5*" his:
give the characteristics of the various storage and access
mechanisms.

The tables describe the characteristics and considerations only
qualitatively. In practice a number of these must be made
quantitative before a decision can be made .

By describing how each record tflm is to be used it is possible
to decide the cnaracteristics which the mechanisms should
have, and use this as a basis for choosing a combination
of mechaiiisms [or each record type.

It can be seen that there is no one to one correspondence
between usage patterns and mechanisms, but we feel it is im—
portant that one (lescribes those systematically both to avoid
leaving anything out. and to give an avareness of possible
a its me tives.

Once the various mechanisms have been chosen, they should
be documented via a "record. type — set table” and a "data
element table".
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5—1

9N gees-4s
The application of the construction rules is illustrated in the
follouing rather larger example.

The example is TLased upon the Alqergreups cost-accounting system
Ag—kost. The system registers the costs of hours used, ‘
materials, EDP costs, the purchase of Extsr‘rmilabour or
consulting in terms of hours, and the cost of materials purc~
hased at: the various cost pointsgvhich can be new buildings,
repair orders, projects and so on.

The system is to be the basis for calculating and monitoring
costs.

The P roblem

The problem is described below. where objects are underlined
with full lines.and relations with dotted lines.

An orclerhlloarlpgiitl can be dividcgminto a number “Ellis._~.....»-which may‘he carried out by one or more (lepaatlnenti which
then rec:r"rlliou:'.-. on 13:1: jobs. A11 piggy can also be

to r hon rsnby (lcpa rt in 1.31115 .....__._.._-——...—m_ Mm“...

An order is identified by main characteristic/secondary
characterlstic. A job is identified by a work sheet: number

Each department belongs to a factory......_._..._.—— a .- — -.

Orders are also char'red for use of stock material and direct
ml'f‘l‘l, ”s can he the. purchasing 0'. external labour

or direct purchasing of nmteriul. travelling; (ripen-res, EDP
costs and {-10 on.

Each usgg‘;_e_ of hours, stockmat'erial or direct costs are given

Orders are group ed into product :T'I'OUES like new buildinp;
repairs, and so on. 363511 0rd.“ 'V 'ontrsugl only one product
group. And Inch order beloigl‘utpwa _i_:_1_§_t_9rv.





The database to be designed must answer the following ques—
tions and will have the following transactions run against it:

1. Registration of the new usage of hours, stock material
and direct costs.

The retrieval and updating of usage of hours: stock ma—
terial and direct costs.

The retrieval and deletion of cost points (orders) with
their corresponding use of stock materiel, time usage;
and direct costs, when these are no longer of interest.
The retrieval of all cost points and corresponding usages
for a given product group.
The retrieval of a given cost point and its corresponding
resource usage.

The retrieval of cost points (orders)- and their corres—
ponding resource usage which are not yet settled, are
settled, or have additioml settlements.
The retrieval of the usage of stool; material belonging
to a given cost type.
The retrieval of cost points belonging to a given type
of production.

The retrieval of all cost points for a given factory,





(.71

5-3

The Conceptual Model

We can list the objects and relations which will make up the
conceptual model. We choose to regard. orders and jobs as
objects rather than relations since they already have their ow
identification systems and because not all the objects which
they would have been relations between are included. in this
situation. We also regard cost type and product group as
object classes. We then have the following objects and relations.

Objects

Order
Factory
1) epa rtment
Job
Stock material
Cost type
Suppliers
Product group

Relations

Factories consist of departments
Departments ut in hours of a given cost type on orde‘s
Departments put in hours of a given cost type on jobs
Jobs belong to orders
Orders use stock material of given cost types
Direct supply of a given cost type to orders occurs from
suppliers
Orders belong; to product groups
Orders belozg to factories

We can then draw the conceptual. model 3 "'-=“->'--: , 0{3{7‘15'lQ--
Since an order can only belong to one factory or product group
these relations will be 'l:N. In addition a department belongs
to only one factory, and a job belongs to only one order.

Using the transactions and inquiries which will eventually be
run against the (latabasejand the conceptual model, we can
list the eharacieristics or proper ties of the various objects
and relations.
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Properity list for objects

Object Identifying proper ties

Factory Factory number
Department Dept. number
Job Job numbe r
Order Main access key

Secondary access key
Stock material Material identification
Cost type Cost type number
Supplier Supplier code
Product group Product group number

Relation

Order belongs to Main key
Secondary key
Factory number

Consists of Factory number
D epa rtment nu mbe r

Product group number
Main key
Secondary key

Job belourrs to Main kev{3 v

Secondary key
Job number

Hours put in Job number,Department nuan-
an job EEC-Lu";

Cost type
Hours put in Main key

Secondary key
Dept number
Cost type

Stock used Main key
Secondary key
Material i.d.
Cos: type

Direct cosis Main key
S e 0 end a ry key
Supel'cr C‘C‘O
Cost tgpe

__Other proper ties

Settlement status
Date 5 ettcle cl

Number of hours. period
over which hours '\~'-.'L:rp‘dt
in

Sum

Number of hours, period
sum

Amount, units code
period, sum

Amount, units code
period, sum



The 'arious transactions or the answering of queries are car—
ried out against the model as follows:

1

U1

The recording of new relations

.hqu £15 30112.0 d..0.n. 10?;
hoursnwgrlmil (direct)
Eliétsrifil use
_direct_c_gs§s

A cccss of relations

hetlts_.\:q.l‘1se_cl
steels 25321
(iire_c t_ c_o Lite;

via order. Access of relation 130235,,“791‘1SGQ- 911n
via order, job_be_long_s _1;o_ and job.

Searching through the whole object class order

Access of orders via product grouQ and relation consist pf;

Retrieval of order using main access key or secondary
access key. Retrieval of relations hours \\_r'o_r1_<_cg1,
1_1_1_a_‘t..e_rizl1_}1sed. and gigegtggggs. Access of relation
MOMS. 120239.091; Job via 10912919113819 and fish.
Searching through whole object class order. Relevant
use of resources fetched as in 5.

Retrieval of material used Via cost type

Access of orders Via product grow; and the relation
belongs £0.
Acccs.‘ of orders Via factory and the relation $103539
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.1 Reduction of the Conceptual Model

If we consider the conceptual model shown Earlier. , and
look for the \\'ortliv.'hlle reductions. we can look especially
at that part of it reproduced below

—-——-”..._...__.._‘A . ’
IX, \

‘
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\\\ /Daft ' \ _)
\“

’I/

\/,‘

or
N

If we put the object classJ_0b and the two smmrounding rela—
tions together we get an NzN relation callecl_q_o_b_ns indimted
agile»; (see the construction mles: reduction of two re—
lations with an object in between to one relation)
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l
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We now have two relations, l_10u1‘s worked (direct), and job.
which in iuct' describe thessame thingr namely that depn'i‘i-n-‘icnts
work on an order and Charge it for hours worked. The dilf—
ierence beiween them is in the details of the work done.
For the 1ciatio11"ho11rs .3_01_‘l-;_e_d_on" only the relevant 01der is
speciiied. but the work done on a job is specified Via the job
type and the hours \XOld.

If AP kost requires jobs to be specified in any detail then the
information will lie in the relation 'ni'. If this is not the
case then the two relations can be combined inio one. For the
hours worked directly on 2111 order. the relation will be over—
dimension d as no job number is defined. The combined
relations will then be as shown helm-o:

——-——~.N_

1 l \ . A ---3 ~. 1m, - [.4q .. ‘3'»c~—‘= ~’~~ P ~ " " ~ '

The part of the model shown a“: "“2““{roan be reduced in an-
other way. The 111011 ‘1 consists 01 3 objcc1' classes joined
b313"binar3" ielations.1t can theie1ore be tr1n<i011nd to
three objects joined \ie. one ih‘ 1d 01115—1 relation. as shown
3‘.“ have (see the construction miles).

4”.l l .J , '-
~..:‘ “PAC?“ 1 .i/'\. l‘U k ‘t’V‘V:

..
he
('



AS opposed it) the model {fx‘I-r'"-:‘{:‘
object class job.
jobs, 0991‘
class job,
the ,4_-, ._< ,‘. L.same for both h”a"? qty

i E’f i 1153* {1‘1"“ ' ,‘-tulL ”wtJ ai
If the modC-i is to contain information about

than job number, then this wi'L'i belong in ‘iifli ohiect
The cement. of the relation {'hours :':-< ‘r viii be

"won L 5“"! :

*;-3,-f-If r-n k.

Using the result a“; ‘_
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Representation in Terms of Record Types

Using the conceptual model shown a" psi-L) the various tran-
sactions and queries which are tested against the model. and
the properties necessary to describe the various object and
relation types. we can now decide what record types we need
to implement the conceptual model.

Only the identification is required for the object classes sup—
plier, stock matcria , department and job. The relations con—
nected to these object classes are never accessed via the
object classes, thus they need not be implemented as record.
types.

Only the identification is required for the object class cost
type. The relations in the class material use are to he fete—
hed via cost type. However. this transaction is run so seldom
that instead of keeping cost tripe as a record type we will.
access the material. type records via order records even though
we will have to retrieve a number 01' these material use re-A
cords unnecessarily.

As the relations "belong to" and "order belongs to" are of,
the type 't-.N we can move the content of the relations ove“
to the order side (the. "N" side) without introducing any need
for variable record lergth. Thus the order records witi then
contain both factory number and product group nuinhe‘ in ad~
dition to the other information describing; the order.

As the object class "department" is not to be implemented via
a record type, and its relation to factory is not required We
have now got the following record types.

Product group, Factory, Order. Hours “'Ol‘rlCCl, Material usage
and Direct costs.

.mWi..,__fi

O ‘1‘”, 11‘ 2f
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It may be relevant to add son 9 record types beyond 11 ose
we have so far obtained to increase the processing ei'tectivity
of the system. The transactions and queries to be run against
the data base involve summations in a number of cases which
requires a level of detail above that of the order records,
Dependent upon the frequency of updating; or retrieval, it may
be relevant 0t store these required sums in one or more re—
cord types. We will return to this point when calculating the ,
database loading from these frequencies. .T'ne 779(cflrc'l +jfrcs and
their ctgf't‘ elemenlb our: sin—emu. “it rm +21t UPd-K-

We can see that the record types production type and
factory at present only contain an identification. We choose
however to retain them as record types since product type and
factory lillllbel‘ are used to access order records. It may also
be useful to store some of the aggregated quantities in these
record types.



Record Type,
Name

Mw,‘m..—-~.u_h-‘m—~u . 0..-... -s

Data
/5:3 I . Q‘mt l\ame

\l, .

Product Group X

Factory Number

Main Access Key

Smondary Access key
u..— .

IwM-l a... M-—---uq con—.1

Code
..——.-

Settlement Status

A
Alma:

Date Settled

Agregates, hours,cost
._

Dspt‘ Number
A;

Mr-m4-._-«

Cost Type

Job Number

Detail Code

Load Period

Amount

..
.m"~.:'n

y-ow-

‘.~:-:-.-

é-ww-<~,..

......... ---—l m-..............-.. .u‘...

Unit Code
“nun-.- -J

COSt
l1

Order Number

Account N u mber

.._m.—u~..n—..

Record Type/Data Element Table



Record Type: Operation: No. of Records: Access Key: No' Of Transfers Total No- Of
per Year: Records per Year:

D::ai| Retrieve 1000 Unique ID 1) 52 52000
Record

Detail Update 1000 -— 52 52030
Record

Detail Scan 20000 Unique ID 52 1040000
Record

Detail Update 5000 —— 52 260000
Record

Detail Store 15000 —— 52 780000
Record

Detail Fetch 2500 Main key, secon- 52 130000
Record dary key

Detail Fetch 80000 Main key, secon- 12 960000
Record dary key, date of

settlement
Detail Delete 80000 -—— 12 960000
Record

Detail Fetch 10000 Main key, secon- 12 120000
Record dary key, date of

settlement

Detail Fetch 3000 Cost type 12 36000
Record

Detail Fetch 180000 Product group, 1 180000
Record main key, secon-

dary key

Detail Delete 180000 —— 1 180000
Record

Detail Fetch 2000 Main key, second- 1 2000
Record ary key, settlement

status

Detail Delete ' ‘
2000 —— 1 2000

Record

Detail Fetch 2000 Main key, second- 1 2000
Record ary key, settlement

status

continued on following page



Record Type: Operation: No. of Records: Access Key: No' Of Transfers Total No' Of
gar Year: Records per Year:

Os'f.r Record Fetch 2500 Main key, sec- 52 1300023
ondary key

Order Record Update 2500 ~— 52 130000

Order Record Fetch 250 Main key, 590- 52 13000
ondary key

Order Record Update 250 — 52 13000

Order Record Fetch 50 Main key, 560- 52 2600
ondary key

Order Record Fetch 10000 Product group 52 520000

Order Record Fetch 100 Product group 52 5200

Order Record Fetch 800 Date of settlement 12 9600

Order Record Fetch 100 Date of settlement 12 2400

Order Record Fetch 200 Date of settlement 12 2400

Order Record Fetch 1000 Product group 12 12000

Order Record Fetch 1000 Product group 12 12000

Order Record Fetch 20 Main key, secon- 1 20
dary key, settle-
ment status

Order Record Fetch 5000 Main key, secon- 1 5000
dary key
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Retrieval. mlOI‘”1“ Updating: and Deletion of Records

From the various record types we now 11tow and the trans—
actions/queries to be 11111 against the (1111.11.13 se we can list how,
how often. and how many of the various record tmcs must
be handled in a given time (51' ored, retrieved, updated or
deleted). We use the [0110.viur- figures which .re estimates
for NV (Nu tennis Varied-eat Dim Csio)

Record type Number

Production type 1
Factory 9
Order 14000
Timed worker 630000
Mate rial use 255000
Direct cost 100000

Hereafter the record types time worked. _1__ate1ial use and
direct costs will be. lumped together under the term “detail
record" .

To calculate the load on the database we use the following
procedure:

~ E? ch transaction and question is broKen dorm into data--
base operations per recoxd t.ype Account is taken of
the fact that update or deletion of: records also involves
retrieval .

— For retrieval. the access key or sefl’i‘Ch mechanism is given.\

This break down is not COVCICd hero in detail, but only the.
results given in the table ;'- i‘vifii‘i‘ 1 . Q1
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The unique access key (or identification) for the detail. records
is Factory, main key and secondary lte‘y, ‘
meet number, job number detail code. L all ‘1 carers-r0

cost type, _L 3hr]wart—-

The table 0 ism/{3, does not take account of the storing,r and
deletion of order records. The number of order records is
about 1% of the number of detail records: and this is less than
the uncertainty involved in the complete calculation and can
be ignored.

If we add up the number records retrieved using a given access
key per year, we obtain the figures given in the table Defunct

- No. of No of RunsLeord T : Ac 5 K : ' R 'd R :[P ype ces ey Records/Year: per Year: eco; 8/ un

Detail Record Unique ID 1092000 104 10000

Detail Record Main key, secondary key 130000 52 2500

Detail Record Main key, secondary key, 1080000 24 45000
Data of.settlement

Detail Record Main key, secondary cost 36000 12 3000
type

Detail Record Main key, secondary settle- 4000 2 2000
ment status

Detail Record product art., main key, 180000 1 180000
secondary key

Order Record Main key, secondary key 150600 157 950

Order Record Product group 549200 128 4400

Order Record Date of settlement 14400 36 400

Order Record Main key, secondary key, 20 1 20
Settlement status

Order Record Main key 0000 1 5000
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Choice of Mechanisms

As can be seen all retrieval goes via Main access key, se—-
condary access key, so that we have a purely iierarchic
structure. This indicates that a sequential organisation sorted
upon the whole of the unique identification could le advanta—
geous since the file would never have to be resorted. However,
as only a small fraction of the fowl number of records are
accessed in each transaction program it is more advantageous
to choose a solution using various access mechanisms.

Here we work through the example and satisfy the various
processing requirements using various access mechanisms.

The required access paths lead us to the implementation struc—
ture shown Datum):
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For the order records we 11:1 ye chooser. access 1121 an indw:
011 11ctorv 111.11111:-:1'. 11121111 1:.ej. secodarv key 11.011111311111111 11111.1at
ordc 1' This access key'is hicrarchic and 11e can

lion
er'ample

fetch all 1eco1ds with the 53111(1 1:1 ct01. v 11.11111i.1cr Lil records
with the same lactorv 11 1111b-'1 and main key and £111" single
record 111th a combination oi factory number, nain key and
secondary key. ‘

We have also chosen to have access via production type so
that one can access all records with the same production type.

The cider records and the detail records are chained together
111 sets such th

uIt
one can access all the detail records belonging

to a given orccei

additionJ the detail posts have access via 11' 15111113 on the
unique identification (that is the combination t'acotry number,
main key, secondary key, cost: type, department number, job
number and detail code).

With these mechanisms we satisfy all the access paths except
those based 011 time and stains and cost type,

If we know the resource requirements (CPU time. channel time,
and number 01 accesses) for each database ope rationas a
function of 11.190112111153111 type 1113 can calculate the 2111111111. re-
source requiienmnts and costs.

In the implementation stiucture 5110111111 in 11.0; 132 access via
hashing: upon the unique identification for detail records
has been chosen. This means that the files to contain detail
records must be dimensioned to hold the 111axi11111m number of
records expected. since expansion of 21 hashing file is costly.

This can be avoided by organisine‘ the detail records as serial
111 eC rhich can more easily )0 e(banded. 1_1011'—'11e1', we die 11
lose the direct access 1'12 unique identification an d mustg
via the set which connects detail recordsto the order re corcOds.
This will result 111 the transactions using the 11111C111C1r-i111k111g
longer time.
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As can be seen the retrieval, storage or deletion of detail.
records takes most of the time. If we instead of having
single detail records made records with space for 2. 3, 4...
detail records by sorting usage with same department num—
ber or cost: type, the total number of records will. decrease
correspondingly. "he total space requirements will also be
lessened since the same main key , secondary key will not
be repeated in so many records. The space required by
pointers will also decrease.

How much we can achieve in this way depends upon how many
detail records with the same cost type or department number
are to be found at each load point.
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